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Board Update

Barony Newsletter

Kirk Macrae

Welcome to this latest edition of the newsletter. I would like to start by taking the
opportunity to thank our editor, Rona Slevin, for all her hard work over the past two years
in compiling this circular and her commitment to keeping the crafting community of West
Kilbride informed.
Following the recent announcements of the Prime Minister and Scottish Government
outlining their recovery from CV-19 plan, I would like to give you an update on our
activities.
The entire community in West Kilbride, from makers, local businesses, schools and public
services have shown such creativity and resilience in the face of this global crisis. As the
Board of WKCIL, we remain committed to making West Kilbride a place where craft is
valued, essential to our local economy and meaningful to our local residents.
Along with every other organisation, our ways of working within WKCIL have changed
over the last twelve months. We began 2020 looking forward to the Year of Coasts and
Waters, the launch of the COIG and annual events such as Yuletide. Sadly, along with
some of our exhibition programme, events had to be cancelled as we responded to the
emerging challenges of the pandemic.
During the lockdown, our permanent staff team have continued to engage with many of
you by virtual means. Thank you for your continued support and determination during
these tough times and regular interaction via social media. The challenges, in addition to
many positives over the past year are well understood by the Board, and our concerns
have been conveyed directly to funders, local 3rd sector representatives and Scottish
Government officials.
What have we been doing for West Kilbride over the past 12 months?
Our Board of Directors and permanent staff have convened a minimum of one meeting a
month to monitor our progress through the pandemic. We have also joined with several
creative agencies and other 3rd sector organisations, highlighting our community needs
and emerging interests.
Engaged extensively with local and Scottish government on behalf of makers and WKCIL
to identify the need for sustained financial support and guidance. In doing so, we have
protected the Barony and the future of our affiliated projects.
Held monthly Board meetings to ensure a measured approach to the developing situation.
We have taken every opportunity to open when possible, modify our working practices
and keep the public safe by embracing FACTS.
Regularly updated the local community through this fantastic newsletter, giving
helpful links, resources and support for makers and crafters during lockdown.
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Secured substantial funding from the Communities Recovery Fund and Strategic
Framework Business Fund to sustain WKCIL, the Barony Centre and support our affiliated
studios. These funds will also help us to emerge from the pandemic and grow our capacity
to support creativity. When required, we have also extensively engaged with local
businesses to guide and mentor through new financial support/funding strategies.
As we emerge from lockdown, WKCIL will continue to exemplify the craft sector in
Scotland and seek new and exciting opportunities on your behalf. The Board are now
starting to think longer-term, as we move out of the pandemic, and are evaluating how we
can develop our strategy to support the community. What we have learnt in 2020 will be
considered in our approach to the future and will factor in our business plan for the years
ahead. We will share our intentions with you as we re-open and embark on our exhibition/
events programme for this year.
We will continue to keep you updated through our website, this newsletter and social
media. I welcome any feedback that you may have and on behalf of the Board, I would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support of Craft Town
Scotland.
Kirk Macrae
Chairperson
WKCIL

NEW VOLUNTEER DIRECTORS
Expressions of interest are welcomed from anyone who may wish to consider joining the
Board of West Kilbride Community Initiative Limited.
This regeneration project offers a range of interest areas and covers the Craft Studios
and Barony Centre with its Gallery Shop, Café and Exhibition Area.
The Board meets monthly and members are encouraged to actively engage according to
their interests, skills and availability.
The Board is currently seeking volunteer Directors with Fundraising, Finance or Human
Resource Management experience.
The Board is well established and ably supported by two part time members of staff. The
project is dependent on the support of volunteers many of whom have loyally worked with
us for many years.
COVID-19 considerations:
The Volunteer Board is currently operating remotely utilising Zoom and other tools to
function.
Meetings are held monthly or as required during CV-19 restrictions.
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“Meet a Maker”
Claire Phillips
As a child I was always a maker, very much encouraged by
my parents and later my teachers at Largs Academy. I am a
graduate in textile design from Glasgow School of Art. My
degree show focused on felt making, yarn design, felted
knitwear and dyeing. After Art School I worked in the Orkney
Isles for Tait and Style felt makers and Judith Glue knitwear.
"Scoskie" was my studio and gift shop in Largs before I had
my family, with a workshop out back where I made my hand
made card range. For many years I was involved in paper
crafting and particularly hand made cards and stamp designs
for paper crafting. In 2012 I started working more in textiles
again and “Hope Jacare Designs” was born. I was helped in
the early days by Rita Gray and Vicky McGregor and we
showcased our work at Woolfest and had an online Etsy
shop. Now I have my own website www.hopejacare.co.uk
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Claire/Rona Slevin

Claire & Hope

What do you make and what and/or who inspires you?
I hand dye fabrics and fibres which I use to create craft packs that I hope will inspire other
makers. My passion is always to experiment with the creation of new fabrics through felt making
and mixed media. I am inspired very much by the world around me, particularly seascapes &
landscapes. Inspiration of course comes from other makers and exhibitions of creative work past
and present. I love to research and try new techniques that I can put my own twist on. There are
simply not enough hours in the day.
How did you get your business started as a maker?
I was fortunate to receive a bursary from the Scottish woollen industry and then a job offer at my
degree show which made a huge amount of difference to my creative start on graduating from
Art School. Since then I have always been self employed and lucky enough to have been able to
explore my craft, very much supported by my husband and family.
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What’s your connection to West Kilbride and the Barony?
52 Stitched Stories community arts project that started on Arran with Fiona Doubleday and was
championed by Ange Sewell in West Kilbride in 2019 brought me regularly to The Barony
Centre and saw a return of my own finished pieces of work. 52 Stitched Stories allowed me to
create a body of work that I will always be proud of . It was eventually sold after the exhibition
that was held at the Barony in 2020 for the wonderful charity Kidney Kids Scotland. I am very
fortunate to be in the wonderful Studio 117 where I look forward to sharing my textile
adventures with locals and visitors. Plans for the future include small come and try packs and
longer workshops in felt making and mixed media. Hope, my daughter will also help in the new
studio, the encouragement of the next generation of makers and creative's is very important to
me. In the past I have had work experience students which I thoroughly enjoyed.
What do you think will be the benefits of having a studio in West Kilbride as part of Craft
Town Scotland?
I think the most important thing to me about being part of the studio's in West Kilbride is being
surrounded by like minded people. Also having the opportunity to further explore my craft which
in itself is a huge privilege.

Hope Jacare hand dyed textiles - textile and mixed media supplies
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Makers and Artists Mentoring Programme
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Impact Arts

An update from some of the artists working on the M&AMP
programme, Look out for updates from more of the artists in
the April/May issue of the Newsletter.
Katie Lowe
Katie has a background in jewellery but will be exploring larger materials and sculpture. She
says, “I have ideas for artworks that using pattern, shapes and narratives from buildings and
nature that you may not see or may not be appreciated at first glance. I want to explore
creative processes which involve combining 2D and 3D and materials. This can involve relief
printing, drawing, watercolour, acrylics, ink, plastics, material, metal, wire, plastic, recycled
and found objects where relevant”.

Karen Teal
“As I am new to West Kilbride, I have been taking many walks with Sam the dog, as I did in
South Wales, and getting to know the area and find inspiration for my work. I have been
collecting images for new pieces of textile work, and collecting objects that I find to do my
rust dying. I’m also preparing to experiment with my used tea bags and my stitching as this
fits with my recycling and using found objects and what is in the landscape around me. I’m
also experimenting making fabric bowls from a bag of Harris tweed scraps, given to me by
Claire from Hope Jacare.”
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Caroline Borland
Caroline has been experimenting in her home studio with mixed media, and is hoping to work
on her printmaking skills going forward with her mentor, Master Printmaker Ian McNicol.

Gemma Coldwell
“Making puppets has always been an interest of mine and with the mentoring programme I
have been able to feel confident enough to give it a real go! It has also made me realise that I
have the potential to learn new skills and achieve my goals if I set my mind to it!”

For more information about the programme
https://www.impactarts.co.uk/content/join-a-project-mamp/
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“Meet an Artist/Volunteer”
Jane Molloy
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I'm from Hampshire where I lived for 20 years, then went to study
the History of Art and Design in Newcastle upon Tyne, and stayed
on for another 20 years having a family and making art; running
an art club for my children's school, multicrafting! , screen printing
and stencilling cards and fabric for occasional sales!
Then in 1996 we moved to West Kilbride, to which my mum said
we seemed determined to move further and further north to more
and more hilly places!
I have always drawn and painted, and haunted art galleries.
My degree course insisted we did something practical one day in
the week, so we weren't just unskilled academics!! I chose screen
printing.
I have also spent many happy hours at Glasgow School of Art
acquiring more and more skills in life drawing and painting
techniques.
Never stop learning!
What’s your connection to West Kilbride and the Barony?
I have lived in West Kilbride since 1996, and became involved in the Craft Town project from the
beginning, volunteering in the Initiative shop and also contributing artwork for sale.
I migrated to the Craft Town Gallery in its various incarnations, and then finally to the Barony
shop and gallery.
You volunteered at the Barony for many years, how was your experience and would you
recommend volunteering to others?
Anyone who has met me when I'm at the Barony will know that I advocate volunteering whole
heartedly. If they are new to the village, having I hope discreetly pumped them for information
about their free time, I will ask if they'd like to volunteer. It's a friendly place to be.
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As an artist, who and/or what inspires you? What medium do you work in?
As an artist I am inspired by everything, and like to experiment. Gerhard Richter, Matisse, would
be my favourites because they constantly explore, and are multidisciplinary.
I work in whatever medium the art work requires, and it can be a multimedia mishmash using
watercolour with acrylic, printing with painting, collage and drawing. Pastels, oils, acrylic.
Different types of printing; relief, intaglio, collagraph, dry point, etching and monoprinting to
name a few!
While I'm printing, I love printing, while I'm painting watercolours I love watercolour painting, and
while I'm mixing it up I love mixing it up.
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Featured Photographer
Mandy Edwards
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Mandy/Rona Slevin

My photography practice is driven by my passion to understand
the world I inhabit. Looking at our ever-changing social landscapes
and how we all live side by side inhabiting and sharing our
environments with our diverse communities. Everything inspires
and influences me in the search for the self which is manifested in
a documentary style approach in creating a narrative whilst at the
same time aiming to create value.
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https://mandyedwardsdocumentary.wordpress.com

Craft Town Scotland
West Kilbride Community Initiative Ltd

Mandy Edwards
Photographer

